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 25,000 first printing.Charts, maps, and a lot more than 950 full-color, step-by-step photos demonstrate the principles
of outdoor survival, including such skills as building shelters, obtaining meals, and navigating.
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Simple but effective! This book looks similar to an encyclopedia of information, but because techniques require
descriptions and photos, it is a wonderful book for instruction. It really is hard to fit everything you need to know into
one book, as well as giving detailed guidelines and photos concerning how to make from scratch using just what you find
in the wild.. Awesome! Lots of good info I like the layout of the book. Plenty of how to pictures.! The reserve lists what
you need for survival, and what to do when you don't have a package around.. Great reserve!.Not so easy to take with
you though Fun and deeply informative Fun publication with great photographs that will teach serious skills. Great book!
It's accurate that the book discusses survival on other continents, but I have to state that its treatment of those hostile
(and likely a lot more unfamiliar to many of the book's visitors)environments is even more superficial than its treatment
of general survival techniques. Conveniently understood and great images to go with the materials. The author's
described history would indicate that he's qualified to comment at length about them. This book, nevertheless, is kind of
a coffee table publication of survival...it explains the fundamentals of survival....i use this book to instruct boy scouts.
Nice picture book Nice picture book, written prior to the internet era. I recall my library acquired this publication when I
was a kid, I was always returning it overdue. A synopsis of the subject-NOT a manual You'll notice that other reviewers
possess referred to this book as a "good introduction" and I think that's probably an apt explanation. Yes, there are fine
color photgraphs and drawings. Love It! The editorial review says that the reserve is more international in scope,
describing wilderness methods in foreign lands. The material covered in this book is quite useful. there exists a fair bit
of good details in it. To end up being well learned and therefore genuinely useful, such methods require in-depth,
detailed research. Five Stars This is educational wilderness training this is a good book for beginners. I am tempted to
say that it is a survival reserve for people who might rather fantasize about wilderness ventures than actually go on
them. I won't go as far as to say that it is a useless book; What this publication does is provide a very broad summary of
the serious subject matter of survival. It is most readily useful as a product to a recognised survival library. Covers all
you need to learn!which would number closer to 100 than 50. I would also advise any novice contemplating a trip into
remote areas to locate a text dealing specifically with that environment, also to first get True experience with a
seasoned group of outdoorsmen.. Extremely detailed yet simple pictures. But if I were to compile a list of survival books
that I've read. If you are searching for a good first publication on survival I would suggest Wiseman's SAS Survival..
Complete Wilderness Training Book I remember this book back from high school..We would put this one near the bottom
level.. Condition of the book was superb!! I haven't utilized any however but know from getting outdoors that this would
be nice easily were to ever wander off. A+++++
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